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1.0 SLOPE AND STRUCTURE STABILITY ANALYSIS
Introduction
As part of the study of the proposed drawdown of the Boardman (Keystone) Pond impoundment we
investigated the influence that the proposed drawdown will have on the stability of the slopes and structures
adjacent to the impoundment. In order to identify locations of potential instability we became familiar with
the site by making onsite observations and studying the geological and topographical information available.
For this portion of the study we were particularly interested in the types of soil materials present within the
region, the pitch of the slopes that are currently exposed adjacent to the impoundment, the pitch of the
slopes that will be exposed after the drawdown, the ground water flow, and the location of structures and
their proximity to the impoundment. Below we discuss our understanding of the site characteristics, our
expectations for how the proposed drawdown may affect the slopes and structures, the associated
assumptions, concerns and subsequent recommendations. Recommendations regarding monitoring of
structures and slopes are included in Chapter 4.0.
Geological Characteristics of Boardman (Keystone) Pond
Investigating the area’s geological history can tell us much about the soil types found within the region
surrounding Boardman (Keystone) Pond. Such investigation provides the understanding that the soil
present within the region was deposited during the most recent glacial recession; it is therefore recognized
that the material is composed of glacial outwash sand and gravel deposited by glacial melt-water and
lacustrine sand and gravel deposited by glacial lakes. These types of deposits together typically consist of
fine to medium sand, with gravel and cobbles and lenses of lacustrine clay. A soil survey map of the region
can be used to aid in this understanding. The soil survey map of the region surrounding Boardman
(Keystone) Pond is attached at the end of this Chapter.
By obtaining well records for the lots within the Keystone Subdivision located on the east side of the
impoundment we were able to confirm our understanding of the general soil types present. Well logs are
kept by the well driller who visually identifies the general soil type encountered during drilling and indicates
this information on the log. The well records found for lots adjacent to the impoundment are attached at the
end of this Chapter. It is important to note that the well logs do not provide information regarding elevations
or exact locations of the wells, therefore the impact on water levels as a result of a drawdown at the well
locations is difficult to predict because it depends on the soil material and the distance of the well from the
pond. However, examining the logs can aid us in making some generalized conclusions. The logs indicate
the presence of sands and gravels with clay layers in excess of 75 feet in thickness. Based on our site
observations, the majority of the exposed slopes appeared to be composed of sands and gravels.
However, near the residential homes on the east bank of the impoundment some of the banks appeared to
consist of more clay. Therefore, we understand that the majority of the region consists largely of sands and
gravels with small clay seams. Near the residences on the east side of the pond, however, there is a larger
presence of clay. Understanding the soil present at the slopes and structures aided us in arriving at
conclusions and recommendations regarding the stability of the slopes and structures as discussed later in
this chapter.
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In addition to understanding the composition of the native soil material at the site, it is also important to
develop an understanding of the sediment deposited within the lake, particularly for the assessment of the
stability of the slopes that will be exposed during and after the proposed drawdown. The existing slopes
adjacent to the impoundment were the original river valley walls of the Boardman River. The Boardman
River watershed includes approximately 290 square miles of area, flowing through Kalkaska and Traverse
City and outletting into the Grand Traverse Bay. Much of this water flows through the Boardman River on
its route to the bay. The Boardman (Keystone) Pond impoundment was formed with the construction of the
Boardman Dam which was originally constructed in 1894 and then reconstructed to its current arrangement
in 1930. With the construction of a dam and creation of an impoundment results in slower water flow
velocities as the water enters the upstream end of the impoundment; therefore an environment is created
for the sediment suspended in the river system to be deposited. Sampling of the sediment indicates that
the composition consists of sandy silts and silty sands, which is expected for such depositions. The
deposition of the sediment is evident by studying the topography cross sections of Boardman (Keystone)
Pond; it can be seen that pond bottom at the upstream end is both shallower and flatter.
In addition to understanding the existing soil and geology of the site, when determining the stability of the
slopes and structures adjacent to the impoundment it is important to understand the impoundment’s
shoreline and the geological processes that affect it. Because of the composition of the soils present being
such that they are poorly graded, meaning that there are many particle sizes present from clays and silts
(fine) to gravels and cobbles (coarse), wave action at the shoreline sorts the particles by removing the
smaller sized particles and depositing them farther out into the pond, leaving gravels and cobbles at the
shoreline. During the site visit, evidence of this process was found both at the previous shoreline and at
the current shoreline: A line of gravels and cobbles was observed at the previous shoreline and a newly
established line of gravels and sands was observed at the currently existing shoreline and a small fine grain
beach of silts and sands was observed between. This process is regarded as a benefit when it comes to
the stability of the banks. The gravels and cobbles provide an armored toe at the shoreline, helping to
prevent erosion and undercutting of the slopes. A photo illustrating this process is shown below as Figure
1.0.1.

Figure 1.0.1. Photo of wave action sorting resulting in cobble armored shoreline.

Discussion of Slopes at Boardman (Keystone) Pond
Our understanding of the geology and topography of the area together with our observations made during
our site visits assisted us in the identification of areas of concern of slope instability. Within the Boardman
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(Keystone) Pond there are three types of areas we have identified that may warrant further study and/or
monitoring during and after the proposed drawdown:




Existing steep slopes currently exposed, above the current water elevation.
Existing steep slopes to be exposed during and after the proposed drawdown.
Slopes susceptible to erosion due to establishment of river channel during and after the proposed
drawdown.

For this discussion, it should be noted that, as we understand it, the original water surface elevation is
equal to elevation 653.8; the current water surface elevation (after the recent 3-food drawdown) is equal to
elevation 650.8; the proposed water surface elevation (after the complete proposed drawdown) will be
equal to elevation 636.8.


Existing slopes above current water elevation: Generally, the currently exposed slopes appear to
be stable. Most slopes are well vegetated and are not observed to have experienced erosion.
There are, however, two locations that are noteworthy, both of which are sparse with vegetation.
Location 1 as presented on Figure 1.0.2 below has experienced some minor erosion while Location
2 as presented on the figure below does not appear to be experiencing erosion at this time, but
because of the lack of vegetation is susceptible to erosion. It should be noted that at these
locations the asphalt path may be near the top of the slope. Therefore, to prevent erosion at the
path, it is recommended that these locations be monitored for erosion. If erosion is observed,
vegetation may be warranted to help stabilize the area. Recommendations for slope stabilization
vegetation are discussed in Chapter 3.0.

Figure 1.0.2. Locations of existing exposed slopes susceptible to erosion.
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Figure 1.0.3. Photo of slope with sparse vegetation (Location 2).



Existing slopes below current water elevation: The topographical cross section data indicates that
there are some steep slopes below the current water elevation that will be exposed during and
after the proposed drawdown. Such newly exposed slopes have the potential to be eroded or
undercut due to their lack of vegetation. If the newly exposed slopes are situated below currently
exposed slopes and if the erosion and undercutting of these exposed slopes is not monitored and
managed properly, instability of both the newly exposed slope and the existing exposed slope
above may result. Based on the topographical cross sections, we have estimated the existing
angle of the slopes. A stable angle for un-vegetated sandy slopes typically ranges from 30 to 40
degrees, while stable un-vegetated slopes with clay soils typically range from 40 degrees to
vertical. For this discussion we consider steep slopes as those having an angle exceeding 30
degrees. We have identified on Figure 1.0.4 below the locations at which a newly exposed steep
slope will be exposed below an existing steep slope. At a minimum we recommend that the
locations adjacent to existing structures be monitored for erosion and undercutting to assure the
slopes remain stable. Based on this monitoring, vegetating for stabilization may be warranted.
Recommendations for slope stabilizing vegetation are discussed in Chapter 3.0.
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Locations adjacent to
existing structures

Figure 1.0.4. Location of steep slopes to be exposed below existing steep slopes as a result of the proposed drawdown



Slopes susceptible to erosion due to establishment of river channel: Drawing down the Boardman
(Keystone) Pond will result in the exposure of approximately 20 acres of lake bottom and
approximately 1,000 lineal feet of newly established river channel. The location of the newly
established river channel may have adverse effects on the slopes. If the stream channel locates
itself at the toe of an existing slope, it may cause undercutting and erosion at the toe of the slope,
therefore resulting in instability of the slope. Depending on the implications of such a failure, effort
may be warranted to protect the slope. There are many bio-engineering techniques that are used
to prevent such undercutting such as rock vanes, log vanes, toe armoring with rip rap or root wads,
or a combination of such. It is difficult to predict the location of the newly established channel,
therefore it is recommended that the channel and its encroachment on existing slopes be
monitored as the stream is re-established.

Discussion of Structures Adjacent to Boardman (Keystone) Pond
Based on our understanding of the site, much of Boardman (Keystone) Pond is surrounded by wooded
area and there is a relatively small area at which the structures are located adjacent to the pond. These
structures include residential houses, septic fields, drinking wells, drainage tiles, docks, public paths,
railroad, the principal spillway structure, and an earthen dam. Figure 1.0.5 below identifies the approximate
location of some of these structures.
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Figure 1.0.5. Approximate locations of structures.

Based on our review of the geology of the area and well log data, it is possible that the drawdown may
impact the water table, especially in a shallow water table in sandy material. As a result of a drawdown of
the water table, a loss of water within the soil can lead to consolidation, or settlement, of the soil particles in
the form of volume decrease which can result in settlement at the ground surface. This is not likely to be
an issue along the shores of Boardman Pond because prior to creation of the impoundment and flooding of
the soil, it is assumed that the soil was deposited and consolidated by natural causes and, therefore, is not
likely to settle with the lowering of the water level in the pond. Because the well log data and geological
understanding only provides us a generalized understanding of the soil conditions, we believe it advisable
to perform soil borings at the shoreline where structures are present in order to collect information on the
structural characteristics of the soil.
As discussed above, there is a minor concern regarding potential settlement at the ground surface and of
the existing structures. Additionally, there may be seepage as a result of the proposed drawdown. Such
seepage may lead to erosion, which, if not managed correctly, may lead to slope failure. This would be of
most concern at locations in close proximity to existing structures. Together with the concern for settlement
and erosion due to seepage, there are different structural and safety concerns associated with each type of
structure present at the site; therefore, we will address each type and their associated concerns below.


Residential houses- Based on our study, there are several residential homes located along the
east side of the Boardman (Keystone) Pond impoundment some of which are located in close
proximity to the top of existing slopes. As discussed above, we expect that these houses are not
likely to experience differential settlement during and after the drawdown because the structures
were built on land that was consolidated prior to the flooding. We recommend that soil borings be
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performed to confirm the structural stability of the soil. Additionally, as discussed above, there may
be a concern regarding erosion of exposed slopes, which may affect adjacent structures. We
recommend monitoring the exposed slopes and correcting erosion problems as they arise.


Septic fields and drainage tiles- Settlement of such utilities is not likely to occur because the utilities
were installed in consolidated material above the level of the impoundment. We recommend soil
borings be taken to confirm the structural stability of the soil.



Docks- There are several dock type structures located along the ease side of the Boardman
(Keystone) Pond impoundment. The dock structures generally appear stable following the recent
3-foot drawdown. Settlement of these structures is not likely because they are relatively light
weight and they rest on stable shorelines. Photos of some of these structures are shown below in
Figure 1.0.6.

Figure 1.0.6. Photos of various dock structures adjacent to existing impoundment.



Public Paths- There is a series of public paths near the Boardman (Keystone) Pond impoundment,
some of which are asphalt paved and some of which are lined with wood chips. There are two
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locations that we have identified above in our discussion of the existing exposed sandy slope. At
this location the path may be near the top of the existing slopes at the shoreline. There is a
possibility that the river will undercut this bank and cause erosion that may threaten the path at the
top of the slope. We recommend that this location be monitored and managed.


Railroad- A railroad runs along the west side of the impoundment. As for the other structures, it is
assumed that settlement or movement of the railroad is not likely as a result of the proposed
drawdown. There are a couple of locations, however, where further study and monitoring is
recommended. Figure 1.0.7 below presents the approximate location of the railroad in relation to
the impoundment. Also shown are the locations at which we recommend that further study and
monitoring take place.

Figure 1.0.7. Locations of potentially affected railroad as a result of the proposed drawdown.



Boardman Dam- Drawing down the impoundment will change the loading configuration on the
principal spillway structure and earthen dam at Boardman Pond. Such changes in loading
conditions can result in instability in such structures. In investigating if this is a concern for
Boardman Dam, we reviewed a stability report prepared by Gannett Flemming in 2005 regarding a
study they conducted on the Boardman Dam. In this report they studied the upstream slopes and
their stability in the event of a rapid drawdown. They indicated that the slope is stable for a
drawdown rate of 6 inches per hour. The proposed drawdown rate is much slower than 6 inches
per hour, therefore, it can be concluded that the upstream slopes are expected to be stable during
and after the drawdown. It should be noted, however, that with the exposure of unvegetated
slopes, there is a possibility of erosion and seepage. Therefore, we recommend that the dam be
monitored for erosion and seepage.
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Recommendations for Further Study



Subsurface Geotechnical Investigation- It is recommended that a subsurface geotechnical
investigation be conducted near the homes on the east side of the pond and at the two locations as
indicated in the railroad discussion. The purpose of the geotechnical investigation will be to confirm:
o Strength of existing soils- This will allow for a confirmation that the existing soil is stable
and that settlement is not likely.
o Stability of slopes due to their soil composition- This will confirm that the composition of the
slopes indicate the slopes are stable.
o Groundwater conditions- This will confirm the location of the groundwater table location
and how the proposed drawdown will affect the water table.
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Map Unit Legend Summary
Grand Traverse County, Michigan
Map Unit Symbol

Map Unit Name

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

CpA

Croswell loamy sands, 0 to 2
percent slopes

4.5

1.0

CpB

Croswell loamy sands, 2 to 6
percent slopes

1.7

0.4

Es

Edwards muck

1.2

0.3

EyE2

Emmet sandy loam, 18 to 25
percent slopes, moderately eroded

3.6

0.8

GrA

Gladwin-Richter gravelly sandy
loams, 0 to 2 percent slopes

3.1

0.7

GrB

Gladwin-Richter gravelly sandy
loams, 2 to 6 percent slopes

0.4

0.1

GsF

Gravelly land, steep

0.1

0.0

Gt

Gravel pits

1.0

0.2
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Ingalls-Alpena gravelly loamy
sands, 0 to 2 percent slopes

2.3

0.5

KaA

Kalkaska loamy sand, 0 to 2
percent slopes

82.3

18.1

KaB

Kalkaska loamy sand, 2 to 6
percent slopes

28.0

6.2

KaC

Kalkaska loamy sand, 6 to 12
percent slopes

8.0

1.8

KaE

Kalkaska loamy sand, 18 to 25
percent slopes

6.5

1.4

KaF

Kalkaska loamy sand, 25 to 45
percent slopes

9.4

2.1

Kt

Kerston muck

0.6

0.1

LkC

Leelanau-Kalkaska loamy sands,
6 to 12 percent slopes

11.2

2.5

LkD

Leelanau-Kalkaska loamy sands,
12 to 18 percent slopes

25.5

5.6

LkD2

Leelanau-Kalkaska loamy sands,
12 to 18 percent slopes,
moderately eroded

0.0

0.0

LkE

Leelanau-Kalkaska loamy sands,
18 to 25 percent slopes

6.8

1.5

LkF

Leelanau-Kalkaska loamy sands,
25 to 45 percent slopes

75.0

16.5

Lu

Lupton muck

31.7

7.0
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Grand Traverse County, Michigan
Map Unit Symbol

Map Unit Name

Acres in AOI

Percent of AOI

MaC

Mancelona gravelly sandy loam,
6 to 12 percent slopes

6.4

1.4

Rv

Roscommon sand

33.7

7.4

To

Tonkey sandy loam

4.0

0.9

Tr

Tonkey-Hettinger-Pickford loams

16.2

3.6

W

Water

88.5

19.5

WdD

Wind eroded land, strongly
sloping

2.7

0.6
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WELL LOGS

Figure 2

Figure 2

Figure 2

2.0 SEDIMENT MANAGEMENT
Lane’s Conceptual Model
Rivers serve two fundamental roles: they transport water and sediment. The transporting of water and
sediment are related such that they are in balance for undisturbed streams and rivers in a dynamic state of
equilibrium. That is, they are stable under the prevailing hydrology and geology of their watersheds. Dams
alter the normal water and sediment transport characteristics of streams. Most notably, the aquatic
environment upstream of dams resembles a lake ecosystem more than a river ecosystem. However,
impoundments are still very much a river system in terms of sediment transport. To better understand how
sediment transport will change during the drawdown, it is helpful to understand how the existing dam
influences sediment transport.
Lane (1955) developed a conceptual model of how rivers function based on the relationship between water
and sediment transport. Figure 2.0.1 illustrates Lane’s conceptual model. Lane found that the product of
sediment quantity (Qs) and sediment size (D50) is in balance with, or is proportional to, the product of water
quantity (Qw) and water surface slope (S). In very general terms, the left side (sediment) of the balance
represents the “amount of work,” while the right side (water) represents the “ability to do work,” called
stream power. A change in any one of the four variables moves the stream away from equilibrium and
results in a system response. For example, adding sediment load (quantity) to a river causes aggradation
because the stream lacks the ability to transport the additional sediment – the amount of work exceeds the
ability to do work. Aggradation is the increase in bed elevation due to deposition of sediment particles on
the bed. Degradation is the decrease in bed elevation due to erosion of sediment particles on the bed.

Figure 2.0.1. Lane’s (1955) conceptual model of stream equilibrium.
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Effects of the Boardman Dam
This rather simple conceptual model of the fluvial processes that form streams can be used to understand
how the Boardman Dam has affected the Boardman River at Keystone Pond. Applying this model depends
on the underlying premise that dams act as stressors on river systems. That is, dams change the natural
fluvial processes and move streams away from equilibrium. Table 1 shows the fluvial responses of a
stream resulting from dam construction as they relate to Lane’s conceptual model in Figure 1. Arrows
indicate the direction of change in response to adding a dam and removing a dam. For all practical
purposes, dam removal is analogous to impoundment drawdown for the portion of the impoundment and
river valley upstream of the dam that is affected by the drawdown.
Table 2-1. Diagram of system responses to dam construction and impoundment
drawdown or removal based on Lane’s conceptual model of stream equilibrium
(Figure 2.0.1)
Variable

Variable
Description

Condition
Before Dam

Condition
After Drawdown

QS

Sediment Discharge

↔

↔

D50

Median Sediment
Size

↔

↔

QW

Water Discharge

↔

↔

Water Surface
Slope
Overall System
State

↔

↓

Equilibrium

Aggradation

S
State

Although rivers impounded by dams look more like lakes, they continue to function as a river. Water and
sediment continue to flow into and out of an impoundment, although sediment outflow is significantly
reduced or even eliminated due to settling. As Table 2-1 shows, the only variable in Lane’s conceptual
model that is directly changed by a dam is the water surface slope. The dam decreases the water surface
slope. According to Lane’s conceptual model, a decrease in slope will decrease stream power or the ability
of the river to transport its normal sediment load. Consequently, the system becomes aggradational. This
fact can be observed at the head of every impoundment in the world, including the head of Keystone Pond.
Figure 2.0.2 shows how aggradation results in the formation of a delta at the head of impoundments.
Aggradation in the head of impoundments is the same phenomenon that occurs where rivers meet the
oceans of the world.
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Hodenpyl

Tippy Dam

Keystone

Figure 2.0.2. Aerial photographs of the Hodenpyl Dam, Tippy Dam, and Keystone Dam impoundments
showing sediment delta formation at the head of each impoundment. Aerial photographs were
obtained from the Michigan Spatial Data Library. Aerial photography is from 1998 flights.

Sediment aggradation migrates downstream in the impoundment as the delta grows. This can be seen in
the 1998 aerial photograph of the Pine River as it enters the Tippy Dam impoundment (Figure 2.0.3).
Approximately 5,000 feet of the Pine River where it is impounded by Tippy Dam has filled with sediment as
the delta migrates downstream. The 1998 aerial photograph of the Stronach Dam impoundment shows the
fate of every impoundment (Figure 2.0.3). The Stronach Dam impoundment was almost completely filled
with sediment to the point where a new stream channel of similar size to upstream and downstream
unimpounded reaches had been formed.
Lane’s conceptual model demonstrates the effects of river impoundment at Keystone Pond. A sediment
delta has formed and become well vegetated at the head of the impoundment. This vegetated delta can be
seen in Figure 2.0.4. The vegetated delta formed many years ago. However, more recent sediment
aggradation and delta formation can also be seen in aerial photographs. The photograph on the right of
Figure 2.0.4 shows deltas forming downstream of the vegetated delta. Most of the downstream delta that
can be seen in Figure 2.0.4 (right) is submerged at normal pool; only a small portion is vegetated as can
been seen in Figure 2.0.5 (upper right).
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Tippy Dam
Impoundment

Stronach Dam

Sediment
New Channel

Pine River

Approximate Edge of
Former Impoundment

Figure 2.0.3. Sediment aggradation leading to impoundment in-filling due to sediment aggradation on the
Pine River at Tippy Dam impoundment (left) and the former Stronach Dam impoundment (right).

More Recent Sediment
Delta Formation

Vegetated Sediment
Delta

Figure 2.0.4. Sediment delta formation (left) and downstream migration of the sediment delta (right) at the
head of Keystone Pond.

Figure 2.0.5. Sediment delta conditions at head of Keystone Pond. Photograph at left shows the downstream
edge of the sediment delta as it was being exposed during the 3-foot emergency drawdown on April 14, 2007.
This portion of the sediment delta was completely submerged at normal pool. Photograph at right shows the
portion of the sediment delta where minimal vegetation was growing at normal pool.
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Sediment aggradation in the head of Keystone Pond is also evident in cross-sectional depth sounding
performed by the Unites States Army Corps of Engineers (Corps). Figure 2.0.6a shows the bathymetry
(i.e., lake bed topography) of the upper impoundment. The leading edge of the sediment delta is evident in
the bathymetric data as well as the cross-section in Figure 2.0.6b.

Figure 2.0.6b. United States Army Corps of Engineers cross-section of Keystone Pond through the head of the
impoundment showing sediment delta formation.

Applying Lane’s conceptual model shows how the Boardman Dam has altered the Boardman River at
Keystone Pond by decreasing the water surface slope, decreasing stream power, increasing sediment
deposition, and causing bed aggradation that is evidenced by a large and growing sediment delta at the
head of Keystone Pond. If the presence of the dam has caused this aggradational state, then the
drawdown will have the opposite effect. In other words, the drawdown will reverse the effects of the
Boardman Dam.
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Figure 2.0.6a. Bathymetry of Keystone Pond and location of cross-section D-D (Figure 2.0.6b).
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Effects of a 17-Foot Impoundment Drawdown
Table 2-2 shows the system response resulting from a drawdown of any size. The only difference between
a 3-foot and a 17-foot drawdown, for example, is the area of the impoundment and length of river valley
affected by the drawdown. A drawdown removes the effects of the dam for a portion of the impoundment
and river valley, while a complete removal removes the effect for the entire impoundment and length of
river valley affected by the dam. During drawdown, the water surface slope increases, leading to increased
stream power. This increase in stream power causes erosion of sediments deposited during impoundment.
Erosion of the delta will begin as a head-cut which forms at a nick-point in the bed sediments and migrates
upstream. A head-cut developed in the sediment delta during the emergency 3-foot drawdown on March
14, 2007. The headcut can be seen in Figure 2.0.6. The head cut had dissipated by April 19, 2007
following the drawdown, indicating that bed degradation occurs rapidly in the unconsolidated sediments of
the delta during drawdown. Bed degradation leads to channel incision within the sediment delta. Incision
is the process by which the channel cuts down through sediments as sediment is eroded from the
streambed. Similar headcuts and channel incision were observed at small tributaries on April 18, 2007
(Figure 2.0.7).
Table 2-2. Diagram of system responses to dam construction and impoundment drawdown based
on Lane’s conceptual model of stream equilibrium (Figure 2.0.1).

Variable
QS
D50
QW
S
State

Condition
Before Dam

Condition
After Dam

Condition During
& After
Drawdown

↔

↔

↔

↔

↔

↔

Water Discharge

↔

↔

↔

Water Surface
Slope
Overall System
State

↔

↓

↑

Equilibrium

Aggradation

Degradation

Description
Sediment
Discharge
Median Sediment
Size
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Headcut/Nickpoint

Headcut/Nickpoint

Sediment Delta
4/14/2007

Headcut/Nickpoint

4/14/2007

Sediment Delta

4/15/2007

4/19/2007

Figure 2.0.6. Headcut formation and channel incision at the Keystone Pond sediment delta following an emergency 3foot drawdown between April 14 and April 19, 2007.

Headcut/Nickpoint
Headcut/Nickpoint

Figure 2.0.7. Headcut formation on small tributary streams entering Keystone Pond (impounded tributaries of the
Boardman River).
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Channel incision is very obvious in small tributary streams entering Keystone Pond. The most pronounced
example is shown in Figure 2.0.8 at Tributary 7 (Figure locating Tributary 7 is in Chapter 4.0 as Figure
4.0.1). This process of incision is also evident on the newly formed channel of Boardman River, but will
become much more pronounced once the 17-foot drawdown is complete. Figure 2.0.9 shows the Pine
River through the former Stronach Dam Impoundment at a similar scale to the Boardman River. Channel
incision is pronounced in the former Stronach Dam Impoundment. A similar condition will develop in the
Keystone Pond following the 17-foot drawdown.

Figure 2.0.8. Pronounced channel incision through Keystone Pond sediments following the 3-foot emergency
drawdown in early April of 2007.

Figure 2.0.9. Pine River through the former Stronach Dam Impoundment showing pronounced channel incision through
former impoundment sediments.
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Keystone Pond Sediment Quality and Grain Size
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) collected sediment cores at six locations in
Keystone Pond (Figure 2.0.8). Sediments were analyzed for organic compounds, metals, and grain size.
No organic compounds were detected in the Keystone Pond sediment samples. However, several metals
were detected, including three – arsenic, barium, and selenium – that exceed the United States EPA
ecological screening level. The analytical results for metals are summarized in Table 2-3. Although three
metals are present at levels exceeding the reported EPA screening levels, they pose very little threat to
wildlife or human health in there current forms due to limited exposure pathways.
Table 2-3. Summary of Metals Detected in Sediments of Keystone Pond.
Sample Identification
Chemical
6438
6439
6440
6441
6442
6443
Reporting
Abstract
(BP1)
(BP2)
(BP3)
(BP4)
(BP5)
(BP6)
Limit
Service #
7440382
8,200
7,700
9,400
500
11,900
14,400
11,600
7440393
1,000
120,000
110,000
95,000
120,000
99,000
110,000
7440439 nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
2,000
16065831
23,000
22,000
16,000
19,000
20,000
21,000
2,000
7440508
23,000
22,000
17,000
20,000
21,000
22,000
2,000
7439921
30,000
29,000
17,000
20,000
23,000
24,000
5,000
7439976 nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
300
7782492
500
1,800
1,800
1,700
1,600
1,500
1,600
7440224 nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
250
7440666
110,000
100,000
71,000
85,000
92,000
93,000
5,000

Total Metals, mg/kg
(Element - Method)
Arsenic - 7060
Barium - 6010/6020
Cadmium - 6010/6020
Chromium 6010/6020
Copper - 6010/6020
Lead - 6010/6020
Mercury - 7471
Selenium - 6020
Silver - 6020
Zinc - 6010/6020

Ecological
Screening Level
9,790
48,000
990
43,400
31,600
35,800
174
1,000
500
121,000

The Ecological screening levels were taken from USEPA Region V RCRA Guidance (2003); for barium and selenium the value given is the
Apparent Effects Threshold (AET),

The approximate median grain sizes for each sampling location and depth interval are reported in Table 24. In general, deeper sediments have a higher sand content than the surface. The dominant grain size
class in the surface sediments is <0.063 mm, silts and clays. Based on appearance, the surface sediments
are predominantly organic in nature. The dominant grain size in deeper sediments is 0.125 – 0.25, fine
sands. The grain size distribution has a direct bearing on sediment transport.
Table 2-4. Median Grain Size Class of Keystone Pond Sediments
Sample Identification
BP6C

BP6B

6443
BP6A

BP5B

BP5A

6442
BP4C

BP4B

BP4A

6441
BP3C

BP3B

6440
BP3A

BP2B

6439
BP2A

BP1B

BP1A

6438

0.25 – 0.5

0.25 – 0.5

<0.063

0.25 – 0.5

0.125 – 0.25

0.25 – 0.5

0.125 – 0.25

<0.063

0.25 – 0.5

0.125 – 0.25

0.125 – 0.25

0.5

0.25

<00.63

<0.063

Median Grain Size Class
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36” – 54”

18” – 36”

0” – 18”

23” – 46”

0” – 23”

40” – 60”

20” – 40”

0” – 20”

38.6” – 59”

19.3” – 38.6”

0” – 19.3”

18” – 36”

0” – 18”

16.5” – 33”

0” – 16.5”

Sediment Core Sub-sampling Depth Interval

Figure 2.0.8. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency sediment sampling locations.
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Sediment Transport
Particle settling theory can be used to assess the transport of mobilized sediments deposited on the bed of
the impoundment. Stoke’s Law of gravitational settling states that particles with a settling rate that exceeds
the outflow rate of a reservoir will not be transported out of the reservoir. Stoke’s Law was used to
determine the smallest particle size that would not be transported out of the Keystone Pond. This particle
size was then compared to particle size distribution data obtained from sediment samples collected in
Keystone Pond.
The computation was made for four different scenarios: normal pool elevation, current pool elevation
following 3-foot emergency drawdown in early April 2007, and the MDEQ mandated 17-foot drawdown at
low (September) and high flow (March). The normal pool scenario was analyzed because it allows
evaluation of the 3-foot emergency drawdown in addition to the MDEQ mandated 17-foot drawdown. The
current pool scenario represents conditions at the beginning of the 17-foot drawdown. The 17-foot
drawdown pool scenario will represent conditions that will exist for a known period of time while the
Boardman Dams Feasibility Study is being conducted by Grand Traverse County and other contributing
partners.
Under each of the four scenarios, the surface area of the impoundment will vary, as will the flow entering
and exiting the impoundment and water temperature. The computation of settling and removal rates
requires impoundment areas, water discharges, and water temperatures that are representative of
conditions that will prevail during the drawdown. The estimated areas and selected flow and water
temperature conditions are discussed further below.
Mean monthly discharges were obtained from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) for the gauging
station at Brown Road Bridge. The Brown Road Bridge has an upstream drainage area of 141 square
miles, while the Boardman Dam has an upstream drainage area of 267 square miles. Therefore, the Brown
Road Bridge flows were scaled up based on flow yield per square mile. The mean yield calculated from
nine years of USGS gage data collected at Brown Road Bridge is 0.8 cfs/mi2.
For the normal pool elevation, the April mean discharge was chosen because the 3-foot emergency
drawdown began on April 14, 2007. For the 3-foot drawdown pool elevation, a median value representing
the planned drawdown period of approximately June 1 through August 15 was selected. The median value
is slightly higher than the July mean flow but slightly lower than the June mean flow. For the expected pool
elevation following the full 17-foot drawdown, particle settling was evaluated using two flows: the lowest
monthly mean (September) and the highest monthly mean (April). Using a low-flow and high-flow scenario
allows sediment transport to be evaluated over the full range of expected flow conditions while the
impoundment is drawdown. After the 17-foot drawdown is complete, sediment transport is expected to
continue because the newly formed stream channel will continue to mobilize sediments for an unknown
period.
The particle settling analysis described above shows that a negligible amount of stored impoundment
sediments will be transported over the Boardman Dam. The smallest particle sizes that will not be
transported over the dam under the four scenarios described above are presented in Table 2-5 along with
the parameters discussed above. The smallest particle sizes are six to twelve times smaller than 0.063
mm, the upper limit of the lowest grain size class that was used in the grain size analysis presented above.
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This represents a small fraction of the stored sediments. Most of the eroded and mobilized sediments will
be deposited within the impoundment that exists after the 17-foot drawdown.
Table 2-5. Particle Settling Analysis for Keystone Pond Based on Stoke’s Law.

Parameter
Smallest Grain Size (mm)
Surface Area (ft2)
Discharge (ft3/s)
Water Temp (Cº)

Normal Pool
0.006
3,912,432
305
10

Scenario
17-Foot
3-Foot
Drawdown
Drawdown
(Low Flow)
0.005
0.007
3,203,496
1,493,926
210
166
20
15

17-Foot
Drawdown
(High Flow)
0.01
1,493,926
305
20

Post-drawdown Channel Formation
Following the 17-foot drawdown, a new channel will have formed as a result of sediment erosion within
sediment deposits of the Keystone Pond. The size of the new channel will be similar in size to the size of
the Boardman River upstream of the Keystone Pond. A channel cross-section was measured
approximately 4,200 feet upstream of Keystone Pond and downstream of Keystone Rapids. The
Boardman River at this location is approximately 60 feet in width with an average depth of 2 feet, a crosssectional area of 120 square feet. Measurements were taken at the approximate bankfull stage based on
field indicators. The exact location of the new channel is difficult to predict. However, the river will most
likely seek a base elevation, or the lowest point within the impoundment. Figure 2.0.9 shows the
bathymetry of the impoundment. A distinct “valley” can be observed within the impoundment sediments.
This is the most likely post-drawdown location of the new channel.
Because the newly formed channel will exist in an incised state, the channel will continue to be unstable
and erosional (or degradational). Figure 2.10 shows the unstable, incised state in the former Stronach
Dam Impoundment that will develop in Keystone Pond, although with far less vegetation initially. An
incised stream channel like that in the former Stronach Dam Impoundment lacks an accessible floodplain.
Normally, the energy of high flows that enter the floodplain is dissipated in the floodplain. In the case of an
incised stream channel, increasingly higher flows are completely contained within the stream channel and
flow velocity and stream energy increase as discharge and water elevation increase. Therefore, the
streambanks are exposed to much higher shear stresses, causing erosion, channel widening, and later
channel migration.
Although most of the bed erosion will occur over the drawdown period, lateral erosion will continue and be
pronounced after the drawdown is complete because the channel banks will consist of raw (no vegetation),
high, and unconsolidated impoundment sediments, particularly where the channel cuts through the existing
sediment delta. The rate of lateral erosion across the existing sediment delta following the emergency 3foot drawdown has been on the order of several feet per day, at least initially; however, no formal
monitoring of lateral channel migration through the delta has been conducted. A riparian property owner
has been informally monitoring the rate of later migration, but that data has not been made available.
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Figure 2.0.9. Bathymetry of Keystone Pond and location of the apparent “valley.”
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Figure 2.10. Pine River through the former Stronach Dam Impoundment showing pronounced channel incision through
former impoundment sediments.

The newly formed channel will exist in an unstable evolutionary state that has been described in conceptual
models of channel evolution. The evolutionary process starts with a stable stream channel that becomes
incised and unstable as the critical bank height is exceeded. Critical bank height is the bank height at
which the banks become unstable given the prevailing soil, vegetation, and channel morphology. When the
critical bank height is exceeded, the streambanks become very unstable. The incised channel gradually
widens due to bank instability and erosion. Streambank instability and erosion lead to more rapid lateral
channel migration compared to lateral migration of a stable stream in a state of dynamic equilibrium.
Eventually, the channel becomes too wide to maintain sediment transport, leading to aggradation and more
channel widening. Aggradation leads to the formation of a new floodplain at a lower base elevation.
This process of channel evolution will take place in the Keystone Pond following the 17-foot drawdown.
The rate at which this process will occur is difficult to predict because few long-term studies have been
conducted. However, the channel evolutionary time scale is typically on the order of decades to centuries.
In the absence of human intervention, channel evolutionary process takes place over geological time
scales. While the evolutionary channel process is taking place within the newly formed channel, the rate of
sediment erosion will be elevated because the channel will exist in a degradational state. However, the
sediment transport analysis shows that most of the eroded sediment will be deposited in the impoundment
remaining after the 17-foot drawdown is complete.
Recommended Response to Drawdown Effects on Sediment Transport
There are four general actions that could be considered in response to effects of the MDEQ mandated 17foot drawdown:
•
•
•
•

no action;
pre-drawdown dredging;
post-drawdown new channel stabilization; and
post-drawdown new channel creation.
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The recommended response is “no action.” While sediment will be eroded and transported during and after
the drawdown, sediment transport will not affect impoundment habitat or the Boardman River downstream
of Keystone Pond. Furthermore, the drawdown state of keystone Pond is considered a temporary condition
until the Boardman River Dams Feasibility Study has been completed. Therefore, the no action response
is the most prudent response. The other options have significant costs associated with them that are not
warranted given the negligible environmental effects of the 17-foot drawdown stemming from sediment
transport. Pre-drawdown dredging is not feasible given the time constraints - the MDEQ mandated
drawdown must be complete in August of 2007.
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3.0 REVEGETATION PLAN
Introduction
Part of the drawdown plan is to evaluate options for revegetating the exposed bottomland in Boardman Pond.
This study and assessment of the revegetation processes we expect to occur on the exposed bottomland was
based on pre-settlement and existing vegetation, geology of the region, existing topography, and soils. The
following document presents findings and recommendations based on our ecological inventory of Boardman
Pond (Keystone Pond) and the land adjacent to it.
Existing Conditions
Geology and Soil
The study site is located in an area of glacial outwash sand and gravel and lacustrine sand and gravel deposited
by glacial lakes. Glacial outwash typically consists of fine to medium sand, with gravel and cobbles, and lenses
of lacustrine clay. The soil in these outwash areas tends to be nutrient-poor and droughty. The dominant
vegetation in the glacial outwash areas near the Boardman Pond tends to be pine-hardwood forests.
Soils in upland areas of the Boardman Pond are gravelly sand and gravelly sandy loam and mostly well
drained. Major soil types around Boardman Pond (Keystone Pond) are Gladwin-Richter gravelly sandy loams,
Kalkaska loamy sand, Leelanau-Kalkaska loamy sands, Roscommon sand, and Lupton muck. These soil types
are generally nutrient poor throughout the study area. Flat sandy areas (figure 3.0.1) and steep stony areas
(figure 3.0.2) have been observed around the pond. There are also areas were some organic matter has been
exposed on the bottomlands (figure 3.0.3).

Figure 3.0.1: Photo of flat sandy shore area

Figure 3.0.2: Photo of stony shore area

Figure 3.0.3: Photo of exposed bottomlands
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Vegetation
According to maps of pre-settlement vegetation, the vegetation around Boardman Pond consisted primarily of
the pine-hardwood forest type. This vegetation is characteristic of the sandy glacial outwash geology of the
area. Dominant canopy species included red maple, eastern white pine, red pine, northern red oak, white oak,
black oak, and northern pin oak. Other characteristic species included red pine and eastern hemlock.
We observed four categories of plant communities adjacent to or within the Boardman Pond. The four general
categories are upland, upland valley, wetland, and moist soil. The vicinity of the Boardman Pond and the
historic river valley formed by the Boardman River has distinctive landforms created by glacial and fluvial
processes. Plant species observed in upland areas in the woodlots are consistent with the pine-hardwood
forest community. Plant species in the wetland areas are typical of mixed hardwood swamps with openings
containing scrub shrub and emergent vegetation. The existing vegetation in the vicinity and adjacent to the
exposed bottomland will determine, in part, the species composition and pattern of revegetation following the
drawdown.
The upland pine-hardwood forests are characterized by canopy species such as northern pin oak (Quercus
ellipsoidalis), red pine (Pinus resinosa), eastern white pine (Pinus strobus), paper birch (Betula papyrifera), and
sugar maple (Acer saccharum). A large diversity of associate canopy species are found in the woodland
including red maple (Acer rubrum), basswood (Tilia americana), northern red oak (Quercus rubra), and bigtooth
aspen (Populus grandidentata). Common in the woody understory are gray dogwood (Cornus foemina), juniper
(Juniperus spp.), and American beech (Fagus grandifolia). Herbaceous species observed are characterized as
“old-field” with vegetation including redtop (Agrostis gigantea), Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense), wild carrot
(Daucus carota), common plantain (Plantago major), Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis), and tall goldenrod
(Solidago altissima).
The upland valley zone is characterized by canopy species such as red maple (A. rubrum), red pine (Pinus
resinosa), eastern white pine (Pinus strobus), and paper birch (Betula papyrifera). Understory species included
juniper (Juniperus spp.), staghorn sumac (Rhus typhina), and gray dogwood (Cornus foemina). The dominant
herbaceous species observed in the upland valley zone was horsetail (Equisetum spp.).
Wetlands on the site are characterized by canopy species such as tamarack (Larix laricina), northern white
cedar (Thuja occidentalis) and red maple (Acer rubrum). The shrub understory includes red-twig dogwood
(Cornus sericea), ninebark (Physocarpus opulifolius), and speckled alder (Alnus rugosa.. Dominant herbaceous
species in the emergent wetlands include cattail (Typha spp.), and several species of sedge (Carex spp.).
Occasional patches of purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) were also observed in these areas.
Low densities of invasive plant species are present in all of the plant communities within the study area.
Invasive species are plants that are not native to this region and aggressively compete with native plants to
establish. Honeysuckle (Lonicera spp.), and buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica) were found sporadically
throughout the upland and wetland plant communities. Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) is present in open
wetland areas of the site. Invasive species densities are low and a large diversity of established native species
are present.
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Revegetation Options
Four options for revegetating exposed bottomlands in the Boardman Pond were prepared. The first option is to
allow the natural plant community to establish following drawdown of the water level. The other options are
variations of seeding and planting the exposed bottomland areas.
The first option consists of allowing the natural vegetation to colonize the bottomland areas and is an effective
and inexpensive alternative. The specific type of vegetation that colonizes the new land will depend on factors
such as hydrology, existing soil types, and topography of the exposed bottomland areas. Revegetation studies
in other drawdown projects have shown that in a short period of time the exposed bottomlands become
revegetated, primarily from the available seed bank. Research in Wisconsin has demonstrated that vegetation
can colonize newly exposed sediment in as little as one month (figures 3.0.4 and 3.0.5). Pioneer species will
establish first because of their tolerance to high light intensity and other harsh growing conditions.
Open water before
removal of dam

Vegetation colonizing
exposed sediments
following dam removal

Figure 3.0.4 and 3.0.5: Rockdale Dam Millpond, Koshkonong Creek,
Wisconsin, before (top) and after (bottom) removal of the dam. (Photos
courtesy of Tom Hooyer and Mike Czechanski, Wisconsin Geological
and Natural History Survey.)
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The species composition of each vegetation zone can most likely be predicted by the existing vegetation and
soils within the study area. Figure 3.0.6 shows the approximate location of each vegetation zone following the
drawdown. For example, areas with low permeability and persistent groundwater are suitable for emergent
wetland species to become established. The permeable stony slopes will promote species more characteristic
of upland valley vegetation. As the water table continues to drop, these areas will naturally support upland
vegetation that is wind blown from adjacent sources. Based on our observations, we predict the following
species to establish in the four vegetation zones:




Upland – sandbar willow, equisetum, paper birch, trembling aspen, black cherry
Upland valley – equisetum, sandbar willow, sumac,
Moist soil – smartweed, cattail, alder, red maple, red twig dogwood (and other adjacent upland
windblown species that will seed in)

Figure 3.0.6: Approximate locations of vegetation zones

Although effective and inexpensive, the natural colonization options may allow invasive species to become
established. Research has shown that former impoundments are especially susceptible because it is not
always clear what seed bank the exposed sediments are supporting. Perhaps more importantly, the newly
exposed sediment is frequently rich in nutrients and organic matter, which tends to encourage plant species
such as reed canary grass.
Applying a basic seed mix (figure 3.0.7) to the exposed area is another alternative to consider. Incorporating a
cover crop such as Canada wild rye or millet will provide quick, temporary cover that may minimize invasive
species such as purple loosestrife from becoming established. In addition, an herbaceous seed mix will
complement the present seed source and help stabilize the exposed sediments. The native grasses in the seed
mixes will grow on most of the nutrient-poor soils on site because they can access more nutrients and water
than shallow rooted non-native species.
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However, it may be more difficult to establish seed in the areas with steep, stony slopes around the pond. As
discussed in chapter 1.0, steep slopes susceptible to erosion are found above and below the current water
elevation. Depending on the soil type in these areas, a custom seed mix suited for stabilizing steep slopes
should be used (figures 3.0.8 and 3.0.9). The native species included in these seed mixes have extensive root
systems that help stabilize slopes. There are both high and low cost alternatives for these areas. The low cost
alternative for these areas is to allow the adjacent species that can tolerate harsh conditions to colonize these
areas. During our site visits, we observed evidence of red maple (Acer rubrum) seedlings along the stony
shoreline. In order to create a more desirable growing medium in these areas topsoil would have to be added
which is an expensive, time consuming option. At approximately $ 4,000/ac, applying a basic seed mix to the
entire exposed mud flat will cost roughly $80,000.

Figure 3.0.8: Example of seed mix for
slope stabilization with sandy soils

Figure 3.0.7: Example of basic seed mix

Figure 3.0.9: Example of seed mix for
slope stabilization with mixed soils

A more intensive management alternative to revegetation is to apply a seed mix along with herbaceous and
shrub plantings. Plants chosen should have a high growth rate and be shade-intolerant in order for them to outcompete invasive species and stabilize the exposed sediments. Dense stands of native plants such as willow,
ninebark, gray dogwood and paper birch may effectively shade out invasive species. These fast growing
species will also provide immediate nesting and feeding habitat for birds, insects and other animals. In order to
get desirable results, revegetating the exposed sediments with shrubs would be expensive and would require a
significant amount of monitoring. We estimate that shrub plantings on the mudflat areas would increase the
cost by approximately $40,000.
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It is important to mention that seeding and planting may not necessarily result in a plant community dominated
by plant species in the seed mix. Studies of impoundments in Wisconsin have shown that planting does not
always guarantee a diverse plant community. Often times few of the planted species established and the
majority of the species richness observed in the areas was due to adjacent seed banks.
All of the revegetation options should include some effort controlling invasive species while the native species
from the available seed bank colonize the exposed mudflats. Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) is commonly
found in wetlands, and along streams, riverbanks and lakeshores. Small stands of purple loosestrife were
observed within the study area. In general, the plant is found in full sun, but can tolerate shade. Purple
loosestrife produces a prolific amount of seed that may be disperse by water, wind, and animals. Stimulated by
cuttings from muscrats or mowing, new flowering stems form and seed and plant segments float to new
locations, causing rapid growth. Early detection and treatment is crucial in controling the spread of this invasive
plant. Hand-pulling seedlings, removing flower and seed heads and spraying with herbicide after peak bloom in
late August has proven to be effective for smaller populations of purple loosestrife. An effective biological
alternative is the Galerucella beetle which has been reported to control populations of purple loosestrife when
beetles have been released into stands of purple loosestrife.
General guidelines for invasive species control include the following:
 Herbicide applicators must be licensed by the State of Michigan Department of Agriculture.
 Use herbicide according to the manufacturer’s label, following instructions for application,
concentration, approved surfactants, and mixing ratios.
 Protect native plants from activities associated with invasive species control work by utilizing
appropriate application methods (e.g. wick application or hand cutting for individual plants).
 Do not spray when winds exceed 5 miles per hour or when precipitation is expected within 12 hours of
spraying.
 Do not mix herbicide with water containing soil or silt, as the herbicide will bind to the soil particles,
rendering it useless.
 Do not apply herbicide within ½ mile upstream of a potable water intake.
 Mark and protect state listed special concern, threatened, or endangered species plants.
 Apply herbicide to invasive species at the correct time for optimum effect.
 Apply all herbicides with a handheld sprayer, wick applicator, or equal. With the backpack handheld
sprayer use adjustable spray nozzle to limit overspray and 5ft spray wand extension to reach top of
plants. With wick application cut plants 6 inches above ground and apply wick to cut end of stem.
Application from vehicles or other mechanical/aerial means should not be used.
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4.0 MONITORING PLAN FOR THE DRAWDOWN OF BOARDMAN POND
Introduction
There are several reasons for monitoring the drawdown of Boardman Pond. First, it is important to monitor
the environmental conditions created as the water is lowered to protect environmental quality and public
safety. Second, there is information and knowledge to be gained by observing and measuring the
development of the Boardman River in the new river channel. Finally, there is an opportunity to inform the
public about the progress of the drawdown, engage them in the monitoring effort, and nurture a sense of
steward ship in the Boardman River.
Photographic Monitoring
Monitoring Stations
Photographic monitoring is a useful technique to describe the habitat development on exposed bottomlands
and the change over time. The advantage of photographic monitoring is that it is relatively simple to
perform, relatively inexpensive and volunteers can participate in collecting and cataloging photographs. A
disadvantage to photographs is that this approach tends to be a qualitative measure of change in the river.
Generally, this disadvantage is overcome by combining photographs with a quantitative measure of plant
species diversity, sediment movement or other similar measure of the environment.
We recommend fifteen (15) monitoring points of bottomlands and seven (7) monitoring points of unnamed
tributaries. The monitoring points are shown on Figure 4.0.1. We have included photographs for the
monitoring locations in the Appendix.
Photographic monitoring is effective when the views are taken from the same location, same angle of view
and same lens focal length.
Aerial Photography
We recommend that aerial photography be taken to provide a view of the entire pond during the drawdown.
There are two versions available. Aerial photographs can be obtained from an oblique angle by volunteer
private pilots and passengers. These views are valuable for qualitative information, but in order to make
measurements and collect quantitative data we recommend that orthorectified aerial photographs be
obtained. These photographs can used to collect data and quantify the area of bottomland exposed during
various phases of the drawdown.
Vegetation Development on Exposed Bottomland
Vegetation development on the exposed bottomlands will be qualitatively monitored from the photographic
monitoring locations.
We recommend that invasive species monitoring be performed by establishing transects at major areas of
exposed bottomlands. Observations of invasive species frequency should be quantified at regular intervals
along the transect.
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Figure 4.0.1: Monitoring points
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Slope Stability
Monitoring Recommendations
Due to the concern for settlement, we recommend that critical slopes and structures be monitored. There
are a few methods that can be utilized.
Slope
Erosion Pins- Erosion pins are used to monitor the rate of erosion of a bank. They are a series of stakes
installed at the ground surface. We recommend that these be used at the top of the slopes that are in close
proximity to structures of concern.
Structures
Videography- In some instances it is wise to video all adjacent property prior to a project that may result in
damage to the property. The video should include driveways, exterior property, exterior of structures, and
interior of structures. This provides for a visual record of the condition of the property prior to
commencement of the work.
Survey Points- Points on the ground surface or on existing structures can be established prior to the
drawdown. A registered surveyor can acquire the lateral location and vertical location of any established
point. This data can then be used to determine if the structure has experienced any differential movement
as a result of the drawdown. The survey points may be a nail placed on the structure, a painted point on
the structure, a specific feature on the structure, or a stake in the ground surface. It should be noted that it
is important that the survey point be secure and that both the lateral location as well as the elevation of the
point be taken at each survey.
Other
Photography- It is recommended that photos be taken both prior to, during, and after the drawdown
process and any change in conditions along the banks be identified. At a minimum, photos should be
taken at the slopes and structures are of most concern.
Un-named Streams
We recommend that the unnamed tributaries that enter Boardman Pond be monitored in the photographic
monitoring process.
Hydrologic Monitoring
We recommend that water level and discharge be monitored at the dams using the existing equipment.
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Water Quality
We recommend that water quality during the drawdown be monitored in the following manner.
• Measure turbidity or total suspended solids downstream of the dam at a location that is not
influenced by the turbulence of the discharge from the dam.
• Measure turbidity or total suspended solids at the Olsen Bridge as a control point for
comparison to the downstream measuring point.
• Survey the Boardman River channel at the Olsen Bridge to provide a control cross section.
• Measure turbidity or total suspended solids at section A-A and K-K.
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5.0

REVIEW OPERATIONS OF SABIN DAM

As part of the Boardman Pond Drawdown Plan, we were asked to evaluate the advisability of reducing the
water surface level of Sabin Pond for additional system operational safety. This evaluation is based upon a
review of existing data.
Sabin Dam is located on the Boardman River in Grand Traverse County, approximately 3 miles upstream
of Traverse City, Michigan. Boardman Dam is located 0.7 mile upstream of Sabin Dam, and Union Street
Dam, which impounds Boardman Lake, is 4 miles downstream. Discharges from Boardman Dam are
essentially the inflow into Sabin Pond. There are no significant tributaries located between Sabin Dam and
Lake Michigan.
Table 5.1: Comparison of Sabin and Boardman Dams 1/
Height of Dam (ft)
Drainage Area (sq mi)
Normal Surface Area (acres)
Normal Storage (acre-feet)
Mean Flow (cfs)
Max Recorded Flow (cfs)
Max Spillway Capacity (cfs)

Sabin Dam
26
269
40
350
286
1,220
3,650

Boardman Dam
54
267
103
1,100
284
1,220
7,000

1/ Information provided by Traverse City Light and Power

With the surrender of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) licenses, operation of Boardman
and Sabin Dams is now the responsibility of Grand Traverse County, the owner of the facilities, and
regulatory responsibility rests with the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ). Dams are
regulated by Part 307 and Part 315 of The Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act, 1994 PA
451, as amended. Section 324.31516 of the Act stipulates that high hazard potential dams, 40 feet or
greater in height, such as Boardman Dam, shall have a spillway capacity sufficient to pass half of the
probable maximum flood. Boardman dam did not meet this statutory requirement, and DEQ required the
17-foot drawdown as a partial safety measure. The statutory requirements for high hazard potential dams,
less than 40-feet in height, such as Sabin Dam, is to be able to pass the 200-year flood, or the flood of
record, whichever is greater. The DEQ has not required any modifications for Sabin Dam; the facility meets
the Michigan statutory requirements for spillway capacity.
The first part of the required 17-foot drawdown of Boardman Pond, a three-foot drawdown, was
accomplished in mid-March. The water surface elevation was reduced by about 1-foot per day. The
increased flows required to accomplish the drawdown were safely accommodated at Sabin Dam. The
increased flows to accommodate the remaining 14-foot drawdown will be less since the rate of drawdown
will be slower, and because the water surface of the pond will become smaller as the drawdown proceeds –
less water will have to be released to accomplish the same reduction in surface elevation. It is estimated
that, on average, an increased flow of 5 cfs (pond discharge larger than pond inflow) will accomplish the
drawdown within a 90-day period.
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Reports prepared by Gannett Fleming, Inc. in 2005 on potential failure modes of Sabin, and Boardman
Dams; as well as the Emergency Action Programs for each of the dams point out that in a high flow event,
downstream structures will fail before upstream structures. River flows will result in failure of Union Street
Dam before the spillway capacity is reached at Sabin Dam. The spillway capacity at Sabin Dam (3,650 cfs)
is less then the spillway capacity at Boardman dam (7,000 cfs). Such a failure scenario would be less
catastrophic then if the upstream dam failed first causing subsequent failures of downstream dams, and
therefore generating a large flood wave. Further, the Gannett Fleming report observed that there would be
sufficient lead time (days) to prepare for a flood that would exceed the spillway capacity.
The drainage area above Sabin Dam is essentially the same as for Boardman Dam. Therefore flows into
Sabin Pond are controlled by Boardman Dam releases, and there is no need to provide additional storage
capacity in Sabin Pond to militate against tributary flows.
Finally, the drawdown at Boardman Pond will provide additional storage to temporally regulate flows if an
emergency situation were to occur at Sabin.
Therefore, there is no apparent need to alter the operation of Sabin Dam by lowering the water surface
elevation to provide additional system operational safety:
o The existing spillway capacity meets or exceeds the Michigan statutory requirements
o The increased releases from Boardman Dam to implement the drawdown would be
relatively small; they could be adjusted if necessary; and should be easily accommodated
through the Sabin Pond.
o There are no tributary flows, of significance, into Sabin Pond, below Boardman Dam; that
may have to be mitigated.
o There would be sufficient lead time to prepare for a flood event that would threaten the
structure
o The drawdown of Boardman Pond would provide additional storage capacity to regulate
flows if an emergency situation were to occur at Sabin.
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